Let us consider N + 2 hyperplanes H u ,H N+2 in P N (C) located in general position and N + 2 divisors v u ,v N+2 whose supports have no common irreducible components. Our purpose is to study the set 3F of all meromorphic maps / of C n into P N (C) such that the pull-backs v(f, Hj) of the divisors (H,) on P N (C) by / are equal to v 5 (1 <: j ^ N + 2). The main result is stated as follows:
The set ^ cannot contain more than N + 1 algebraically independent maps (c.f., Definition 2.1).
It is possible for IF to contain N + 1 distinct maps. For example, taking N 2 + N algebraically independent nowhere zero entire functions τfj(l^ί^N 9 l^j^N+ϊ) and putting : w N+1 is a system of homogeneous coordinates on P N (C). On the other hand, if the number of given hyperplanes is N + 1, & is very large. In fact, for the above hyperplanes Hj (1 <^j <L N + 1) and divisors v s (1 ^ jf ^ iV + 1) on C n with no common irreducible components, if we take entire functions kj whose zeros define divisors v j9 the set of meromorphic maps / with v(f, Hj) = v ά (1 ^ j ^ N + 1) consists of maps where g u - 9 g N +ι are arbitrary entire functions. We shall give in § 2 the precise formulation of the above-mentioned main result and its proof. In the process of the proof, we need a basic lemma (Lemma 2.9). It will be proved in § 3.
§2. Main Theorem
We recall first some notations and terminology in the previous papers. For a non-zero holomorphic function / on a domain D in C n , an integervalued function v f on D is defined as v f (a) = min {m; P m (u) =έ 0} for each point a = (a u , a n ) in D if / is expanded as convergent series 
is not included in any proper algebraic subset of By eliminating k u , fe^+ 2 from these identities, we obtain (2.6) det (ΛJ; 1 ^ ί, j ^ 2V + 2) = 0 .
As in the previous papers, we consider the multiplicative group H* of all nowhere zero holomorphic functions on C" and the factor group G:= H*/C*, where C*:= C -{0} is the subgroup of H* consisting of all non-zero constant functions. We denote by [A] the class in G containing an element h e H* and
For our purpose, we need the following E. BoreΓs theorem and its consequence. THEOREM 
([1]). If h u
, h p e H* satisfy an identity
then, for any h i9 there exists some h 5 (i φ j) with h t ~ h j9 namely, hjhj
= const THEOREM 2.8 ([3], Proposition 4.5). Let h l9 , A, be in #*. If [AJ, • , [h t ]
are linearly independent over Z, then h u , h t are algebraically independent, i.e., there is no non-zero polynomial P(u u , u t ) with P(h u •-,h t ) = 0.
Now, let us consider arbitrary two square matrices 3? = (hj) and C%* = (k l j) of degree N + 2 with components in H*. We shall call 3tf and JΓ to be equivalent if JΓ can be obtained by the following transformations;
(i) multiplying a row or a column of ^ by a common element in H*,
(ii) interchanging two rows or two columns, (iii) repeating these transformations (i), (ii) finitely many times. For a given X = (AJ) (h) e H*) 9 we shall call X = (fή) (k) e H *) an admissible representation of Jf if Jf is equivalent to X and ^+ 2 For a while, we accept Lemma 2.9 without proof, which will be proved in the next section.
We continue the proof of Main Theorem. Let us study the matrix 2tf = (h); 1 <^ i,j <I N + 2) consisting of the functions h) satisfying the condition (2.4). Here, it may be assumed that h% +2 and Wi = Ai, , ^iv+2 = k N+z satisfy these equations because of (2.5). We have therefore
: and On the other hand, the image of
N+ί is obviously included in π(W) and it cannot be included in any proper subvariety of
We know t£ N 2 + N by Lemma 2.9, (i). In conclusion, t = N 2 + N. In this case, by Lemma 2.9, (ii), two rows or two columns of Jf = (ΛJ) are equal. If two rows are equal, e.g., hj = hγ (1 ^ j <^ iV + 2) for some distinct i 1? ί 2 , then / fl = / ί2 . Since any two of f\ •• ,/ w+1 are not equal by the assumption, we can conclude that f N+2 is equal to some /* (1 ^ i ^ N + 1). And, if two columns are equal, then f) x = f%(l ^ ί ^ N + 2) for some jr\, jf 2 with 1 ^jΊ < Λ ^ N + 1 or /} =/J + + A+i (1 ^i ^ iV + 2) for some j with 1 ^ iV + 1. In any case, /* themselves are algebraically degenerate. This contradicts the assumption. We have thus Main Theorem. § 3. Proof of a basic lemma
We proceed to the proof of Lemma 2.9 stated in the previous section. Let tf = (h): 1 ^ i,j £ N + 2) (h) e H*) and satisfy the condition
The proof is given by the induction on N. For the case N -1, we have the more precise result. 
This was given by H. Cartan ([2]
). He proved the theorem stated in § 1 by the aid of this fact. To make our statements self-contained, we describe here its proof and, in addition, the proof of the CartanNevanlinna's theorem. By the assumption, they are nowhere zero holomorphic functions on C and det (ΛJ 1 <I ί, j ^ 3) = 0. So, we have the conclusion (i) or (ii) of Lemma 3.2. In any case, we obtain easily the desired conclusion.
Proof of Lemma
We go back to the proof of Lemma 2.9. Suppose that Lemma 2.9 is true for matrices of degree ^ N + 1 and consider a matrix Jf = Qι)) of degree N + 2 satisfying the condition (3.1), where N ^ 2. The group G = £f*/C* is a torsionfree abelian group. For any η e if* and £ e Z -{0} we can find some 3/ e H* such that (3/y = η. So, G is considered as a vector space over Q. Suitable £ elements h% h%, for the other A* 's, where ί s are positive integers and c υ e C*, t\ 5 e Z. Here, the choice of {i u j u , i t9 j t } is not unique. We choose some and fix them for a while. For the sake of convenience, we put I: = {(/, j): 1 <; j, j^N+ 1}, I t := {(iuji), * , (h, h)}(<^I) and I 2 : = J -I,. Consider rational functions of t independent variables u - (u u , u t )
and <pit +2 (u) = φf +2 (u) = 1 (1 ^ i, j £ N + 2). Substitute (3.4) and (3.5) into the identity (3.1). Then, we have an identity
because J?!, ---,η t are algebraically independent. Now, to prove Lemma 2.9, (i), assume that t ^ N 2 + N + 1, Then, However, we see easily JV 0 ^ tQi) i, j = 1, , JV, JV + 2). This contradicts (3.7). We have thus Lemma 2.9, (i).
For the proof of Lemma 2.9, (ii), assume next t = JV 2 + JV. We study first
The case A. We can choose the above ii = {(i u jΊ), , (ί t , j t )} such that there is at least one row or one column whose indices are all in ii.
By exchanging rows and columns and changing indices if necessary, it may be assumed that In any case, we obtain a minor det (hf) of Jf = (ΛJ 1 ^ j, j ^ iV + 2) of degree N + 1 which vanishes identically and, as is easily seen, satisfies https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0027763000024831 the condition t{hlf) = JV 2 -JV. By the induction hypothesis, two rows or two columns of {hlί) are equal. Subtract one of them from the other in the matrix (ΛJ). We can easily conclude that two rows or two columns of tf are equal.
It remains to prove Lemma 2.9, (ii) for the following case.
The case B. We cannot choose /= {(i u ji), * 'Λh,jt)} satisfying the condition as in the case A.
Then, for each ί Q and each j 0 (1 ^ i 0 , j Q <^ JV + 1) there exist exactly one ji and exactly one i x such that (ίoJdelz and (i l9 j o )el 2 .
Changing indices suitably, we may put 
